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Back-Face Bragg Diffraction from a Perfect and Ultralightly Deformed Thick Crystal
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The intensity of neutrons Bragg diffracted from the back face of a 9 mm thick slab-shaped Si(111)
analyzer crystal has been measured experimentally at the ORNL double crystal diffractometer and
calculated theoretically. The back-face rocking curve of a strain-free perfect crystal contains two
symmetrical peaks which become asymmetrical under an ultrasmall static deformation strain (bending
with a radius of tens of km). The asymmetry is shown to be a sensitive measure of both the magnitude
and direction of bending. [S0031-9007(98)06594-6]
PACS numbers: 62.20. – x, 61.12.Ex

The high transparency of silicon for thermal neutrons
creates a unique opportunity to study total Bragg diffraction from a thick crystal (with the thickness T , 1 cm).
Such experiments cannot be done with conventional x-ray
radiation which cannot penetrate to the back face of a thick
crystal. This property of neutron radiation was originally
used by C. G. Shull in the early 1970s to measure separately the front-face (FF), back-face (BF), and end-face
Bragg reflections from a thick Si crystal by scanning a narrow cadmium slit across the exiting beam [1,2]. However,
all of these experiments were carried out in the conditions
when the crystal under study was set up at a chosen angle
of incidence, u  uB , or slightly deviated from the exact
Bragg angle, uB , and did not move while the detector was
scanned across the diffracted beam.
The angular dependence of the intensity of BF reflection, IBF su 2 uB d, on u was measured for the first time
at the ORNL Bonse-Hart double crystal diffractometer
(DCD) [3]. In that experiment the short plate of the
Si(111) analyzer channel-cut crystal 3 was covered by
Cd, as shown in Fig. 1, to block the FF reflected beam
and measure only the BF reflection from the long plate.
The incident four-bounce neutron beam (wavelength
l  2.59 Å, uB  24.4±) was formed by a sequence of
reflections from the single-bounce premonochromator,
followed by a triple-bounce channel-cut monochromator
crystal (see Fig. 1). The intensity of the experimental BF
rocking curve (BFRC), normalized by the peak intensity
of the FF reflection, is shown in Fig. 2 (open circles)
as a function of the dimensionless angular parameter of
dynamical diffraction theory, y  su 2 uB dyduB , where
duB  bc e 2W jFS jNl2 yp sin uB is the half-width of the
Darwin plateau, bc is the atomic coherent scattering length,
e2W is the Debye-Waller factor, FS is the structure factor,
and N is the number of unit cells per unit volume (in our
case u 2 uB  1 arc sec corresponds to y  1.2). The
BFRC (Fig. 2) contains two sharp peaks at y  62.2 and
a deep minimum at y  0, in contrast to the FF rocking
curve (FFRC) from a perfect crystal which has one peak
at y  0.
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The BFRC can be derived from the classical dynamical
diffraction theory using the condition (see, e.g., in [4])
that the intensity partially transmitted into a transparent
crystal in the vicinity of the Bragg angle can be written
as 1 2 RD syd, where RD syd is the Darwin reflectivity
function [5]
RD syd  1 ,

jyj # 1 ,

RD syd  fjyj 2 s y 2 2 1d0.5 g2 ,

jyj . 1 .

(1)

Thus, inside the crystal 1 2 RD syd  0, when jyj # 1, and
the intensity transmits into the crystal only when y , 21
or y . 11, which leads to the appearance of the two peaks
in the BFRC, derived as the following convolution [6]:
IBF sydyIFF sy  0d
Z
n
sy1 d f1 2 RD sy 1 y1 dg2

fRD
3 RD sy 1 y1 d dy1 ,

(2)

where IBF syd and IFF sy  0d are the intensities of the
n
BF and FF reflected beams, respectively, RD
sy1 d if the
Darwin reflectivity function of the monochromator with n
reflections, and f1 2 RD sydg2 RD syd is the BF reflectivity
function of the analyzer [7]. Profiles of the BFRCs, calculated from Eq. (2) for the single-bounce sn  1d and fourbounce sn  4d monochromators (Fig. 2, dotted and solid
lines, respectively), show two sharp peaks, the resolution

FIG. 1. BF reflection from the long plate of channel-cut crystal. 1: 2 mm thick perfect Si(111) crystal premonochromator;
2: triple-bounce channel-cut crystal monochromator; 3: triplebounce channel-cut crystal analyzer with the short plate covered by Cd absorber.
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of which improves significantly when the number of reflections in the monochromator is increased. The theoretical BFRC (curve 2), corresponding to the optical scheme
in Fig. 1, agrees well with the rather symmetrical experimental BFRC of the long plate of the channel-cut analyzer
crystal.
However, Eq. (2), based on classical dynamical diffraction theory, does not describe the asymmetry recently observed at the ORNL DCD [6] for the BFRC of the 9 mm
thick single-bounce Si slab-shaped crystal (see experimental data in Fig. 3). The setup for this and the following
experiments can be imagined from Fig. 1 by simply taking out of consideration the short plate of the channel-cut
crystal analyzer 3 and consider the long plate as a single-
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bounce crystal. That measurement differed from the observation of the BFRC of the channel-cut crystal described
above in that the slab-shaped crystal was affixed to the
plastic supporting plate by epoxy resin, which could be a
source of deformation strains. Thus, calculations taking
into consideration the influence of external force fields on
the neutron diffraction from a perfect crystal (see, e.g., in
[8–10]) have been carried out assuming the presence of
ultraweak static deformation strains in the crystal under
study. The model is based on the dynamical two-wave
diffraction theory of deformed crystals in the Bragg case
(see, e.g., [11]), according to which the neutron wave field
inside the crystal can be analyzed by the system of TakagiTaupin equations:

2is≠C0 y≠Xd 2 is≠C0 y≠Zd tan uB 1 sDk0 y2d exps2iH ? Ic dCh  0 ,

(3)

2is≠Ch y≠Xd 2 is≠Ch y≠Zd tan uB 1 sDk0 y2d exps1iH ? Ic dC0  0 ,
where C0 and Ch are the amplitude of the incident and diffracted beams, respectively, uB is the Bragg angle, X and
Z are the Cartesian coordinates directed parallel and perpendicular to the FF of the crystal, respectively (Fig. 4),
H is the scattering vector, Ic is the displacement vector
of a nucleus from its position in a perfect crystallographic
lattice due deformation strains, Dk0  2pylp is the gap
between two branches of the neutron dispersion surface of
the crystal, k0  2pyl is the wave vector of the primary
beam, l is the wavelength, and lp is the extinction length.
The gap, Dk0 , is connected with the half-width of the Darwin table, Eq. (1), by the formula duB  Dk0 y2k0 sin uB .
The smooth static inhomogeneous deformation strain leads
to an adiabatic motion of tie points along the dispersion
surface [11], which can be modeled as
(4a)
H ? Ic  2AS02 1 4BS0 Sd 1 2CSd2 ,
X  sS0 1 Sd d cos uB ,

Z  sS0 2 Sd d sin uB ,
(4b)

FIG. 2. BFRCs, measured experimentally from the long plate
of channel-cut crystal analyzer (open circles), and calculated by
Eq. (2) for n  1 (dotted line) and for n  4 (solid line).

where S0 and Sd are the coordinates directed along the
incident and diffracted beam, respectively (Fig. 4), and
A, B, and C are the numerical parameters. After the following coordinate transformations in Eqs. (4a) and (4b):
X ! Xlp yp, Z ! Z tan uB yp, A ! asp cos uB ylp d2 ,
B ! bsp cos uB ylp d2 , C ! csp cos uB ylp d2 , where a,
b, and c are the parameters which characterize the deformation, the product H ? lc in the dimensionless form is
H ? lc  ay2sX 1 Zd2 1 bsX 2 2 Z 2 d 1 cy2sX 2 Zd2 .
(5)
And after the substitutions, C0 ! C0 exps2icy2sX 2
Zd2 2 iby2sX 2 2 Z 2 d 1 ibXZd, Ch ! Ch exps1iay
2sX 1 Zd2 1 iby2sX 2 2 Z 2 d 1 ibXZd, system (3) can
be rewritten as
is≠C0 y≠Xd 1 is≠C0 y≠Zd 2 2bZC0 2 Ch  0 ,
2is≠Ch y≠Xd 1 is≠Ch y≠Zd 1 2bZCh 1 C0  0 .

(6)

FIG. 3. Experimental BFRCs of the initially deformed 9 mm
Si(111) crystal (open circles) and results of calculations for
b  21.43 3 1024 (solid line), b  0.0 (dotted line), and
b  11.43 3 1024 (dashed line).
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Insight into the physics of the BF reflection from a
deformed transparent thick crystal may be obtained via
the quasiclassical approximation [13,14]. It is known that
influence of the inhomogeneous deformation strain on the
Bragg diffracted intensity is different for the tie points
located at the right, y ø 1, and left, y ø 21, sides of the
Darwin plateau [12]. Therefore, the relative perturbation
of the BF diffracted intensity as a result of deformation
strain has been calculated for the right s1d and left s2d
branches of the dispersion surface:
FIG. 4. Geometry of BFRC measurements with deformation
control.

The quasi-impulse of neutron wave, Q, along the crystal surface (coordinate X) is now conserved and after the
substitution, C0,h ! C0,h expsiQXd, Eq. (6) can be simplified [12]:
is≠C0 y≠Zd 2 sQ 1 2bZdC0 2 Ch  0 ,
2is≠Ch y≠Zd 1 sQ 1 2bZdCh 1 C0  0 .

(7)

Solution of system (7) with the boundary conditions,
C0 sQ, Z  0d  1, Ch sQ, Z  Td  0, where T is the
crystal thickness (Fig. 4), allows one to obtain the amplitude of the diffracted beam, Ch sQ, Z  0d and the final expression for the intensity of BFRC of the deformed
crystal is given by
ZZZ
4
IBF syd ,
RD
sQ 2 ydAsQd dGsQ 2 Qd dAp
3 sQd0 dGsQ 2 Qd0 d dQd dQd0 dQ , (8)
where RD4 sQ 2 yd in the Darwin reflectivity functionRR
of
the four-bounce monochromator (Fig. 1), AsQd d 
Ch sQ, Z  0d expfisQ 2 Qd dZ 1 isb 1 cdy2X 2 g dX dQ,
is the integrated
amplitude of the BF diffracted beam,
R
GsQd  GsQd exps2iQXd dX is the transmission
function of the detector slit and Q, Qd are the variables
of integration. Thus, the intensity of BFRC, IBF syd,
does not depend on the parameter a [see Eq. (5)] and
is controlled by the two independent parameters, b and
c, which simulate the deformation strain. Computer
analysis of Eq. (8) has shown that variation of c leads
mostly to displacements of the whole BFRC with respect
to y  0 without significant changes of the profile.
Absence of this displacement in the experimental BFRCs
collected in the present study corresponds to the condition when c 1 b  0, thus the expression for the
integrated amplitude AsQd d in Eq. (8) can be simplified,
AsQd d  2pCh sQd , Z  0d, where Ch sQd , Z  0d depends only on the parameter b. This parameter controls
the asymmetry of the BFRC as it is shown in Fig. 3:
the curve is symmetrical (dotted line) when b  0 and
becomes asymmetrical (solid and dashed lines) when
jbj . 0. The sign and value of b is related to the direction and value of the deformation force, F, respectively
(see Fig. 4).
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dIh6 yIh6  4bT sy 2 2 1d20.5 ,

(9)

where Ih6

is the intensity BF diffracted from an undeformed
crystal and dIh6 is the deviation of Ih6 with the deformation
strain. Equation (9) explicitly shows the dependence of
dIh6 yIh6 on the parameter b and explains an extremely high
sensitivity of the BFRC to inhomogeneous deformation
strains in the vicinity of y ø 61. It is useful to note that
dIh6 yIh6 is proportional to the crystal thickness T ; thus the
effect of BFRC asymmetry should be stronger the thicker
the crystal is.
The theoretical BFRC calculated by Eq. (8) for b 
21.43 3 1024 (solid line in Fig. 3) is in good agreement
with the experimental result which supports the hypothesis
that in this particular case the initial static deformation
strain in the crystal was produced by stress, introduced
by the crystal holder. The radius of crystal bending,
R > 28 km, and displacement of the central point of the
crystal, dZ > 0.045 mm, have been estimated from the
fitting curve (Fig. 3, solid line) by the equations
R > sHy2bd slp ypd2 ,
dZ  R 2 sR 2 2 l 2 y4d0.5 ,

(10a)
(10b)

where l  100 mm is the length of the crystal along
the X coordinate (Fig. 4). The deformation strain in
a perfect crystal can also be calculated from a slope
of experimental diffraction curves (Laue case) in the
region of Pendellösung fringes [15]. Similar values of
the ultrasmall deformation strains (with the bending radii
8.5 # R # 23 km) of the thick Si crystals s2.3 # T #
9.8 mmd, obtained in the Laue geometry was reported by
Shull [1].
The results of theoretical calculations (Fig. 3) have
been verified by the additional measurements of BFRCs
of the same 9 mm thick crystal with the controlled
ultrasmall deformation strains. In this experiment the
crystal position has been fixed by four side supporting
rods and the sequential deformation force in the range
2150 # F # 1150 g s1 g  980.665 dynesd with the
step jDFj  50 g has been applied perpendicularly to
the diffractive surfaces in both directions (see Fig. 4).
The BFRC, measured for F  2150 g, F  0.0 g,
and F  1150 g, is shown in Fig. 5 together with the
corresponding theoretical rocking curves, calculated by
Eq. (8). This diagram demonstrates a dramatic difference
in profiles of the BFRCs of the deformed and strain-free
crystal, while these ultrasmall values of deformation strain
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FIG. 6. Parameter AsFd calculated theoretically (solid line)
and obtained from experimental BFRCs (open circles).
FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical BFRCs. 1: F  0.0 g,
2: F  2150 g, and 3: F  1150 g.

have been found undetectable in the measurements of the
corresponding FFRCs.
The asymmetry of BFRCs of the deformed crystal can
be defined by the standard parameter:
AsFd  fIm sFd1 2 Im sFd2 gyfIm sFd1 1 Im sFd2 g ,
(11)
where Im sFd1 and Im sFd2 are the peak intensities of the
right and left maxima of the BFRC, respectively. Figure 6 shows that the theoretical function AsFd is almost linear (solid line) in the chosen range of deformation forces,
2150 # F # 1150 g, which is in good agreement with
the experimentally obtained values (opened circles) of this
parameter. Therefore, it is possible to determine from
Fig. 6 that AsFd  0.25, calculated for the experimental BFRC in Fig. 3 (open circles), corresponds to the deformation force F  250 g. If it is so, one can verify
the values, R > 28 kg and dZ  0.045 mm, by the direct macroscopic experiment, when the crystal under study
has been loaded by F  10.5 kg and displacement of the
central point sdZ  7.6 10 mmd has been measured by
the indicator with the accuracy 60.25 mm. This result,
linearly extrapolated to F  50 g, assuming that the deformation strain is completely elastic, gives the value of
dZ  0.036 0.048 mm, which agrees with that calculated
from the neutron experiment by Eqs. (10a) and (10b).
The newly observed unusual profile of the BFRC can
be interpreted by the classical dynamical diffraction theory, which, however, does not explain the asymmetry of
the BFRC. This effect has been modeled theoretically in
terms of the dynamical two-wave scattering from deformed
crystals and verified by the neutron diffraction experiment
with the controlled ultrasmall static bending of the crystal.
The results of this study show the extremely high sensitivity of the BFRC to ultrasmall deformation strains, which
gives the opportunity to utilize this effect for the analysis of
local residual stresses in single crystals.
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